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Lessons continued on page 3

I was supposed to catch the Star-
light at noon to return to Portland
from Eugene. The 1990 NCCE

conference had been held in Eugene in
March. I had asked the courtesy car to
pick me up from my last workshop at
10:30 so I could be sure to make the
train. I probably shouldn’t have tried to
fit in the last workshop. It was sched-
uled from 9 to 12. But the topic seemed
interesting...“Modeling using the
STELLA Program.” I thought I could at
least get some idea of the material, or
the technique in the hour or so I would
be able to attend. What a fortuitous
decision. I was captivated, within the
first 15 minutes, by what I saw demon-
strated. Luckily I was able to receive
the handouts and the demo programs. It
was a start.

When I returned to Portland I
decided to purchase the STELLA pro-
gram. At $200 it was no small decision.
I didn’t even tell my husband, because
I thought he’d argue me out of it. When
the program and materials arrived I
started to read the manuals. They were
well written, but I didn’t understand
fully what I was reading. I became
interested in some of the examples and
even more excited about the potential
for what students might be able to cre-
ate. I started talking to some of the
teachers at Franklin High School, where
I taught. There was some interest, but it
was my first year there and most of the
teachers didn’t know what to make of
me let alone a new idea about modeling
systems.

LEARNING ABOUT SYSTEMS DYNAMICS:
ONE EXPERIENCE

by Diana M. Fisher early models. I did, however, continue
to talk informally to teachers about sys-
tem dynamics. I also communicated
with teachers (in other parts of the US.)
who had been using STELLA to get
some ideas for resource material. That’s
when I purchased Nancy Roberts’ book,
Introduction to Computer Simulation:
A System Dynamics Modeling Ap-
proach. This book helped me a great
deal. It was so easy to read! And the
examples were terrific! What a great
book. (Then it was out of print a year
later—a significant problem, since it
was the one best resource for high school
teachers that I had found.)

I attended the Third Annual
NERD conference during the fall of
1990. The NERD conference was the
brainchild of an exceptionally talented
physics teacher in the district. With
seed money from his Presidential Award
for Science Teacher of the Year in Or-
egon, he set up a remote retreat for fifty
science teachers (and some math teach-
ers) in the Portland School District to
share how they were using technology
in their classrooms. It was at this retreat
that I pulled a few science teachers
aside and showed them STELLA. An-
other seed was planted. (I will be giving
the keynote address this year - 1992- at
the 5th annual NERD - on STELLA and
system dynamics in math and science.)

For the most part. I studied,
wrote letters and gathered material from
teachers the first year (1990-1991). I

I decided to write an in-dis-
trict “Technology on the Teacher’s
Desk” grant in April.  These grants
were easier to get than others but they
were still competitive. I started to twist
some arms to get at least 5 other teach-
ers to agree to try to do something with
STELLA in the next three years. I
wanted to have a cross-curricular ap-
proach to the effort, so I was able to get
two other math teachers, two science
teachers and one social studies teacher
somewhat interested. The idea must
have been well enough defined, be-
cause we were awarded the grant
($12,000) which bought us not only
STELLA but some much needed com-
puter equipment - like the first laser
printer and overhead panel display ac-
cessible to all the teachers. This helped
my reputation with the other teachers,
even though they knew nothing about
system dynamics. Some of the grant
readers in the district became inter-
ested.

There was disappointment and
encouragement that first year (1990-
1991). As the project leader I tried to
learn enough to prepare some materials
to help the other five learn with less
effort. It wasn’t enough. Only one of
the other teachers and I were able to
continue to progress without a real
teacher to help us. I just could not learn
the material fast enough to help the
other teachers over some of the  more
difficult problems creating some of our
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UP-DATES...

Glynn’s Integration of Systems
Thinking
(See CL Exchange Vol. 2, Fall 1993)

The first field test has been
completed on the Learning Environ-
ments and Steve and Kathy are in the
process of refining Eatordie Island. They
gotten good input from the teachers
who used it and will use the information
to help in other field tests and LE devel-
opment.

The Hurricane LE has been
completed and is ready for field testing
this spring. The science classes will
form National Hurricane Center teams
who will monitor the simulation com-
ing from the model and send out advi-
sories on their hurricane. Their reports
then go to a matching team in the social
studies class which forms the Local
Emergency Management Agency.
These teams feed information into a
model which simulates the evacuation
of the county. After the hurricane has
made landfall, the two teams will get
together and discuss their decision-
making and “success” in communicat-
ing with each other and the “commu-
nity”. The students will get to play both
roles with different hurricanes so that
their understanding of “it’s the other
guy’s fault” will be fun to watch. The
goal is that the experience will not only
increase the students’ understanding of
hurricanes, but of group decision mak-
ing, levers under their control and how
a system can operate.

Two Learning Environments
about Revolution have been developed
for use in both 6th and 7th grades.
These LE’s do not use a model, but
approach Revolution in  a way that
stresses positive feedback loops and
levers. The 6th grade LE concentrates
on the French Revolution and the In-
dustrial Revolution with the 7th grade
focuses on the revolutions in Russia,
China, India and Cuba. Even though
there are “independent” LE’s, they teach

FROM THE EDITOR. . .
his newsletter contains an article and an NSF grant summary, both
generated from one teacher’s enthusiasm and interest. Diana Fisher’s
story is an inspiration to those who think that one person can not cause

change in a system. Her drive and perseverance are the reasons for the
awarding of the large NSF grant. The grant has tremendous potential for
bringing dynamic modeling into the curriculum in the Portland area and
beyond.

Please notice the articles and enclosures about the upcoming Sys-
tems Thinking and Dynamic Modeling Conference in this issue of the
Exchange. We are very excited about the proposed program and are looking
forward to the excitement of sharing ideas and learning through exchange.
People like Diana Fisher, folks from the Catalina Foothills district in Tucson
and from GIST will attend the conference to share ideas and information.

On one final and rather discontinuous note, your editor has finally
come of age in the information world. I have linked into Internet. Although
surfing is still beyond me, I am mastering E-mail. I will even answer if you
write to me. My address is: StutnzLN@world.std.com. I hope to hear from
you!

Lees Stuntz

T

the same information about revolution;
sequencing and focus are different from
one grade level to the other.

Staff Development Courses

Cathy and Jeff are teaching an
Introduction to Systems Thinking
course. They are repeating this course
in the spring instead of teaching model-
ing skills, in order to involve as many
teachers as possible. As individuals
show an interest in the modeling aspect
of Systems Thinking, they will begin to
train them. Until then, the original mem-

bers of the project will help them de-
velop models as the teachers write the
curriculum. The plan includes having a
one or two week course this summer for
teachers who have taken the introduc-
tory course to come in and develop
Learning Environments with assistance.

By the end of 1995-96 school
year the goal is to have exposed 50% of
elementary students , 80% of the middle
school students, 30% of the high school
students to systems thinking and 50%
of the teachers will be using or develop-
ing Learning Environments.

SYSTEMS THINKING /DYNAMIC
MODELING CONFERENCE

for K-12 Education
June 27-29, 1994

Concord Academy, Concord, MA
Keynote Speakers:

JAY FORRESTER, founder of the field of system dynamics
PETER SENGE, author of The Fifth Discipline

See enclosed information for more details, program and application.
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 continued from page 1

Lessons continued on page 8

LEARNING ABOUT  SYSTEM DYNAMICS

demonstrated the population model
(from the second chapter of the STELLA
User’s Manual) to my second year Al-
gebra class during the spring of 1991. A
student who had not done well in the
class commented, “Why didn’t we do
something like this earlier?  This I can
understand.” I had anticipated that the
visual nature of the STELLA interface
would reach certain students better than
the traditional equation approach. This
comment was reinforcing.

The next major leap occurred
when I heard about the STACI project,
and heard that they were going to have
a one week work session at Stanford in
June 1991. I called the director and
pleaded to be allowed to audit. With
much effort and a great deal of compro-
mise as to what my audit would allow
me to do, I was permitted to attend. It
was there that I met the HPS people
(who were very supportive) and other
teachers who were open and willing to
share what they could with me, espe-
cially Paul Dye and the Arizona contin-
gent. Unfortunately, Frank Draper was
not there. (As it happened, Paul Dye
and some of his students had been in-
vited by the NCCE program committee
to do a presentation in Portland in the
spring of 1991. I made a point to seek
him out and talk to him about what he
was doing and about the STACI project.)

In the fall of 1991, I wrote
another in-district grant for expanding
STELLA more into the social studies
area. This grant money was distributed
at the discretion of the Director of In-
struction for our cluster. (Portland has
so many schools in the district, they are
divided into clusters.) He was not sold
on the idea and wanted a demonstra-
tion. I demonstrated what we wanted to
do with STELLA and dynamic model-
ing to him and my principal and cur-
riculum vice-principal. He awarded only
half the money from the grant—but the
principal and the vice-principal liked
the idea so much, they paid for the rest
from the building funds. It has been the

continued support of the academic vice-
principal, Mike Hryciw, that has made
a difference for me. I felt my efforts
were being recognized and my work
appreciated.

We finally were able to pur-
chase a full lab set of STELLA. We
started to make some progress, but I
quickly realized one important compo-
nent I had left out of the grant—release
time. It was very difficult for the teach-
ers who already had full teaching loads,
and coaching responsibilities, to find
extra time to devote to learning some-
thing that was not as easy to learn as it
first appeared.

usually with a review of linear func-
tions. It was at the end of this section
that I taught the algebra students enough
STELLA to create some simple linear
models. A month later, when we had
been studying quadratics, a question
arose about linear growth versus qua-
dratic growth. I started asking the stu-
dents questions about the equation of a
line and which part indicated the growth
and what it meant. I was disappointed
when so few students were able to re-
member our previous work. Then I de-
cided to ask the questions using
STELLA notation. The response was
significantly better. The students re-
membered the diagram notation. They

I introduced STELLA in both
my BASIC and Pascal programming
classes. I knew I needed some signifi-
cant time with students to determine
how to  teach the method and develop
materials. Since I teach four classes a
day, with four different preparations,
and am the computer coordinator for a
school of 1500 students, it had been
difficult to find enough time to do what
I needed to do to increase the speed of
my learning. I spent a month on SD in
each class. It allowed me to focus on my
own understanding of system dynam-
ics. I found I had to redo explanations
from the User’s Manual for my stu-
dents. The questions they asked caused
me to try to find underlying principles
to help guide them. There was no sub-
stitute for this time. It was invaluable in
the progress I made. I didn’t want to just
use other teachers’ models. I wanted to
be able to create my own, and I wanted
my students to be able to create their
own. I also was able, because of this
focus  time, to create some lessons for
my second year algebra students, which
dovetailed nicely with the standard cur-
riculum. (Second year Algebra starts

remembered the flow-stock ideas. They
could explain why growth was linear
using this method. The visual approach
had made its impression.)

During the 1991-1992 school
year, I made 8 to 10 STELLA presenta-
tions, mostly at math and computer
conventions in the northwest. It seemed
every time I talked to a group of teach-
ers informally, I was talking about
STELLA and system dynamics. I be-
came very boring to be around, with my
single-minded focus. But I couldn’t
seem to help myself. The more I learned,
the more relevant  the approach seemed.

In the spring of 1992 I at-
tended the first annual Systems Think-
ing in Education Conference in Tuc-
son, Arizona. For the first time I was
able to meet people I had just talked to
on the phone or written. It was very
exciting for me to meet the people who
attended. I returned renewed and ex-
cited to continue the struggle. I also was
able to convince the curriculum council

The principal and the vice-principal liked the idea
so much, they paid for the rest from the building
funds.
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CROSS CURRICULAR SYSTEMS THINKING
AND DYNAMICS USING STELLA (CC-STADUS)

NSF GRANT SUMMARY (AWARDED 5/7/93)
Project Summary

Grant continued  on page 6

Portland Public Schools’ three-
year Teacher Enhancement Pro-
gram will improve education in

mathematics, the sciences, and tech-
nology by training teachers to use an
interdisciplinary systems approach and
a sophisticated but simple-to-use mod-
eling software called STELLA. (Sys-
tems Thinking, Experiential Learning
Laboratory, with Animation). Each year
35 teachers will attend a three-week
summer Leadership Institute exploring
the use of STELLA to model complex
and dynamic phenomena, relationships,
and problems (such as global warming,
population growth, food webs, or heat-
ing and cooling systems). Participants
will practice developing models and
supporting materials, and will be re-
quired to provide follow-up presenta-
tions on STELLA modeling for other
teachers. A core team of teachers with
particular interest/skills in modeling and
curriculum development will provide
ongoing support and will devote at least
two weeks during the school year to
developing, refining and disseminating
materials. A two-day training for 30
teachers in years 2-3 will examine strat-
egies for using STELLA among at-risk
and under-represented student popula-
tions. Bringing together science, math
and social studies teachers to be trained
in computer modeling and systems
thinking is designed to promote greater
emphasis on the “real-world” applica-
tions of science-related knowledge, and
on integrated educational approaches.

Goals & Objectives

The CC-STADUS Teacher
Enhancement Project will implement,
evaluate and disseminate an innovative
training model designed to improve the
ability of math, science and social stud-
ies teachers to use computer technol-
ogy in order to expose their students to

complex problems and topics that cross
traditional curriculum areas and have
compelling “real-world” applications.
The project’s long-term goal is to pro-
mote the use of computer-generated
modeling of dynamic phenomena, rela-
tionships and problems as an integral
part of the school curriculum, rather
than as an “add-on”. To promote a
paradigmatic shift toward systems
thinking and dynamics, the CC-
STADUS Project will pursue the fol-
lowing major objectives over three years
of support from the National Science
Foundation:

1. To train a cadre of at least 100 math,
science and social studies teachers to
use computer modeling techniques, to
implement effective and cross-curricu-
lar classroom lessons based on com-
puter modeling, and to serve as peer
trainers of other teachers in their schools.

2. To develop a core team of approxi-
mately 22 math, science and social stud-
ies teachers to refine and disseminate
computer models and supporting cur-
ricular materials, and to provide ongo-
ing assistance regarding the use of com-
puter modeling to study topics related
to math, science, technology and soci-
ety.

3. To promote the use of computer
modeling and interdisciplinary systems
approaches among minority, female,
disabled and under-achieving or “at-
risk” students.

4. To develop partnerships with busi-
ness, industry, higher education and
other public and private organizations
to support the integration of computer
modeling into the school curriculum.

Some of the project’s expected
benefits and outcomes will include:
• Each year 35 teachers will learn to

integrate computer modeling into

their classroom instruction. The
tool (STELLA II) will help them
demonstrate traditional curriculum
topics in new ways. It will also
allow them to introduce new and
more complicated topics, ones
which cross traditional disciplin-
ary boundaries and encourage stu-
dents to exercise critical thinking
and problem-solving skills. It will
help students explore basic math/
science concepts and processes and
their relation to society and every-
day life. It will support a shift to-
ward cooperative and small-group
classroom activities, active student
engagement in learning, and multi-
level instruction that accommo-
dates a wide range of learners. It
will the teacher’s role from dis-
penser of information to coach and
catalyst.

• A network, or core team, of teach-
ers with particular interest or skills
in STELLA modeling will be pre-
pared to serve as curriculum de-
signers and resources for their edu-
cational peers, to ensure that effec-
tive modeling techniques are dis-
seminated and Cross-curricular
computer models and supporting
materials appropriate for pre-col-
lege levels will be developed, col-
lected and disseminated.

• The project’s “train the trainers”
format, plus the development of
mechanisms for ongoing access to
both personal and electronic net-
works, will encourage continua-
tion and dissemination of the
knowledge, skills and strategies
project participants acquire.

Project Focus & Significance

The CC-STADUS Project will
train high school teachers from the Port-
land, Oregon area (year one), from
around the state (year two), and from
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PROGRAM FOR SYSTEMS THINKING AND DYNAMICS
MODELING CONFERENCE FOR K-12 EDUCATION

June 27-29
Concord Academy, Concord, MA

This is a working draft of the program as it stands now. We will be making changes and modifications as the speakers send in
their further suggestions and as the speaker list becomes firm. There are three strands going through the conference—

BEGINNING CURRICULAR, ADVANCED CURRICULAR AND ORGANIZATIONAL.

MONDAY, JUNE 27(DAY 1):
WHAT IS A SYSTEMS APPROACH
TO EDUCATION?

7:30 - 8:30 Registration  and Coffee
8:30- 10:30—General Session

Welcome and Introduction

KEYNOTE—PETER SENGE
“How to Use Systems Thinking to
Promote Positive Change”

11:00 - 12:30—Session I
A.  Panel: Getting Started, The Learn-
ing Organization.  Follow-up to the
Senge presentation.
B.  Modeling Exercise  Mapping and
looping with STELLA.  (Beginning
modeling)
C.  Open Computer Lab - Supervised
(Advanced modeling)

1:30 - 3:00 Session II
A.  Panel: Getting Started with Cur-
riculum  (Beginning curricular or or-
ganizational )
B.   Reform— A Systematic Approach
(Organizational)
C. A System Thinker Goes to School
The first year as a principal with the
systems approach.(Organizational)
D.  Overview of the STACI Project
The lessons and the challenges. (Orga-
nizational)
E.  Computer Lab - Supervised (Ad-
vanced modeling)

3:00 - 4:45—Session III
A. Breakouts from Curriculum Panel
Individual panel members lead groups
of 10-20  in the nitty-gritty of starting
up, answer questions and help to gener-
ate ideas.
B.  Computer Lab (Advanced model-
ing)
C.  Modeling Exercise and/or Road
Maps modeling with MIT students (Be-
ginning modeling )
D.  Mental Models (Organizational)

C. Group Modeling (Advanced Mod-
elers)
D. Supervised Modeling in the Com-
puter Lab (Modelers—both levels)

5:00 - 6:00—Drinks with
Network Groups

6:00 - 7:00—Dinner

7 : 3 0 — K E Y N O T E — J A Y
FORRESTER
“What Skills Does System Dynamics
Give Our Children to Help Them
Cope in the 21st Century?”

WEDNESDAY (DAY 3):WHERE DO
WE GO FROM HERE?

8:00-9:30—Session VI  General Session
Assessment of  Systems Thinking and
Dynamic Modeling Learning

9:45 - 11:15 Small Groups (10-15)
A. Creation of a plan
Centered around area of concern with
an experienced facilitator for each group.
Areas:
System-wide AdministratorsPrincipals
A group from a system or school which
came together.
Beginning Curricula—possibly divided
by area and/or grade level
Advanced Curricula—possibly divided
by area and/or grade level

11:30 - 12:30—Session VII
Panel:  Where Do we Go From Here?
A vision:  Systems in Education.

12:30 Lunch & Networking

POST-CONFERENCE:
Wednesday afternoon — Friday

Advanced Modelers Seminar
Finish up the models started during the
conference or explore new ones.  PAR-
TICIPANTS ARE THOSE WHO
HAVE MODELED BEFORE and want
the companionship and feedback of oth-
ers.  No charge except for expenses.

E. Organizational Networking
5:00 - 6:00 Networking in Groups

Interest groups with assigned leaders—
designed to continue on into the dinner
hour.

6:00 - 7:00—Dinner
7:00 - The Epidemic Game

 With facilitators—lots of Small Groups
after main presentation

TUESDAY, JUNE 28 (DAY 2):
SKILLS NEEDED IN A SYSTEMS
APPROACH TO ORGANIZATION
AND CURRICULUM

8:30 - - 12:00—Session IV
A.  Curricular Applications (Model-
ing/ curricular both levels)
Part I:  Discussion of Current Practice
Part II: Discussion of Specific Prob-
lems - Development
Model vignettes with curricular appli-
cations.  These would be run with small
groups in multiple rooms with a rota-
tional mechanism.
B. Causal Loops (Organizational)
Part I:  What is a Causal Loop?
Part II: Practice session—everyone
makes them; need assistants for this
segment
C. Dialogue (Organizational)
Part I: What is Dialogue?
Part II: Practice session—everyone does
it; facilitators for this segment.
D. Modeling (Beginning Modelers)
Part I:   Modeling an Epidemic or Road
Maps with MIT Students
Part II: Practice
E. Pitfalls in Modeling (Advanced
Modelers)

1:30 - 4:45—Session V
 A. System Archetypes (Organiza-
tional)
 Part I: What are they?
Part II:  Practice—veryone creates them,
more facilitators at this point.
B. Fish Banks (Everyone)
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CC-STADUS GRANT, continued from page 4

around the region (year three), to use
the STELLA II computer software pro-
gram as an effective instructional tool.
This tool, with its model-building and
simulation capabilities, will enable
teachers and their students to under-
stand the dynamics generated by sys-
tems of interdependent relationships and
phenomena.

The major strategies for en-
couraging use of STELLA II among
classroom teachers will be a three-week
“train-the-trainers” Summer STELLA
Leadership Institute held each year, and
the identification of teacher core team
leaders who will ensure that appropri-
ate materials are developed and used
effectively in school classrooms. In the
second and third years of the project, a
special two-day workshop will be added,
focusing on the use of STELLA among
under-represented and “at-risk” student
populations.

Core team teachers will come
together for at least two weeks each
year to work with STELLA II software
to design models and curriculum mate-
rials for use in training other math,
science and social studies teachers. The
first year there will be eight core team
leaders (three in math, three in social
studies and two in science). The core
team will be increased each year after
the summer training.

Teachers who have attended
the Summer STELLA Leadership In-
stitute and who wish to become core
team members must agree to:
• help provide training at the follow-

ing year’s Summer Institute;
• attend the two-week curriculum

development sessions during the
regular school year and develop 3-
5 models, supporting tutorials and
other interactive materials for dis-
semination to other teachers;

• utilize STELLA-based units in their
classrooms (once each quarter in at
least two classes);

• provide guidance and assistance

for teachers who request help in
using STELLA;

• attend once-a-month meetings with
other core team members.

“NERDNet” is an existing
electronic computer network and bulle-
tin board set up by a Portland Public
School high school science teacher. It
will be used to communicate and share
information easily on an ongoing basis.
Computer models developed for
STELLA will be stored on NERDNet,
so they can be widely accessible. Core
team members will also be given access
to the Internet.

In July each year, an intensive
three-week training workshop on
STELLA will be held in Portland, Or-
egon, at Franklin High School, for 35
math, science and social studies teach-
ers. To encourage participation, teach-
ers will be able to receive a stipend,
college credit, and (as needed) room
and board. Core team members, princi-
pal investigators and consultants will
assist in training the teachers. To par-
ticipate, teachers must have access to a
Macintosh computer. Participants will
each be provided with one copy of the
STELLA II software  to use in their
schools. Project recruitment and selec-
tion activities will seek to ensure that a
diverse group is selected each year in
terms of ethnic/cultural background,
gender, content areas, and course levels
taught.

Teachers who wish to attend
the summer workshop must be willing
to:
• share what they have learned at the

STELLA Leadership Institute at a
faculty inservice presentation in
their buildings;

• utilize the units they received at the
Summer STELLA Leadership In-
stitute in at least two of their classes
(core team members will assist
them in designing evaluation in-
strument to assess how students
responded to the units);

• develop 2-3 additional models us-
ing STELLA and then send them
(by the end of the first semester of
the following school year) to the
core team, which will in turn fine-
tune them and make them avail-
able to other teachers who are us-
ing STELLA.

The summer training will fo-
cus on learning to use the STELLA II
software in individual curricular areas
the first week, exposure to and practice
with models developed by training con-
sultants the second week, and in the
third week the design and implementa-
tion of cross-curricular models and cur-
ricular materials.

HowResearch has Influenced
Project Design

Teacher Change: While it has become
commonplace to assert the central role
of teachers in educational reform, any
proposed changes are likely to fail if
imposed on teachers from outside or
from the top down. As Stanford Uni-
versity professor J. Myron Atkin has
observed, “Not much progress in edu-
cation is likely to take place unless
teachers become agents in the improve-
ment of their own practice.”

Math: One of the central NCTM tenets
is that all students need greater oppor-
tunities to explore basic mathematical
topics, even though some students will
explore them in greater depth and at
higher levels of abstraction. While
modeling is central to mathematics and
teaches students strategies and skills
that are easily transferred to situations
in the world outside the classroom, high
school teachers have tended to avoid
large areas of modeling because of the
complexity and tedium of mathemati-
cal equations involved. STELLA pro-
vides compelling evidence of how tech-
nology can transform learning.

Grant continued on next page
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LEARNING ABOUT SYSTEM DYNAMICS
continued from page 3

at Franklin that a one semester course in
Mat Modeling (focusing on system
dynamics) was perhaps one way to do
cross-curricular modeling. I’d train the
students and have them do projects for
the teachers who had an interest but not
enough time to model themselves.
Lastly, I started to meet some people
outside of education, in the Portland
area, who were actually using STELLA
to do real modeling in their work. These
three occurrences pushed the effort
ahead in great strides.

I was strongly encouraged to
write an NSF grant to train teachers in
the use of system dynamics. I had taught
a one credit course for teachers in the
spring of 1992. With that experience,
my own struggles, and some experi-
ence teaching students, I felt I had
enough information to put together some
useful ideas for a training program. I
was fortunate in that I now had interest
from some teachers I felt could really
cause the progress to quicken and who
had excellent reputations as teachers
and curriculum writers. During the pro-
cess of writing the grant (which took
me two months in the summer*) I found
myself talking to more administrators
in the Portland district, to gain their
support. I also talked to more industry

people  who were interested in partici-
pating in the grant. This process raised
the visibility of the effort we were mak-
ing to try to incorporate system dynam-
ics in our classrooms. The grant is pend-
ing. We hope to hear the results within
the next few weeks.

A STELLA users group
emerged from the contacts made in the
grant writing process. Currently we have
about a dozen persons—7 from indus-
try, 3 university professors and 2 high
school teachers —attending. We voted
to expand this group.

Even if we do not receive the
grant, I believe the critical mass of
teachers and researchers has been
formed. Our progress will be slower
without the grant, but we will work to
continue to change our courses to incor-
porate a more systemic look at certain
problems. Attacking dynamic problems
with linear, short-term “solutions”,
teaching compartmentalized informa-
tion—it seems so unreasonable. I know
I cannot go back to the way I used to
teach. But the road ahead will not be
easy. It is hard to change the way we
teach. Schools will need to be struc-
tured differently. The task is to force the
change to occur and to determine how

to operate in the transition. We are not
where Orange Grove is with Frank
Draper’s expertise, but we are making
progress.

The resources that have helped
me the most (besides the people who
have helped me) are:

1. Nancy Robert’s book, Introduction
to Computer Simulation: A System Dy-
namics Modeling Approach
2. The STELLA II Manuals
3. MIT Pre-college materials
4. Systems 1: An Introduction to Sys-
tems Thinking by D. L. Kauffman
5. The Fifth Discipline by Peter Senge
6. Selected articles from “The Systems
Thinker” newsletter.
7. The Global Citizen by Donella Mead-
ows

(I have recently purchased Jay
Forrester’s books, Principals of Sys-
tems and World Dynamics.  They have
not arrived yet.)

*Portland School District did
supply me with a very capable grant
writer, without whose expertise I would
not have attempted to write a grant of
such proportions.

✥

Grant continued on back page

Science: The project also supports the
movement toward concept-based sci-
ence instruction, which is designed to
enable students to master the basic sci-
entific ideas that will allow them to
evaluate and solve problems they may
encounter in later education and life.

Integrated science-math-social sciences
focus: The current interest in multi-
disciplinary education is part of a gen-
eral awareness among professionals and
thinkers from all walks of life—scien-
tists, economists, government planners
and policy makers, etc.—of the interde-

pendency of various fields, and of the
importance of looking at webs of rela-
tionships, at the interactions operating
in a given system, and at patterns. We
are more likely to understand a particu-
lar concept if we can see its application
to a variety of disciplines and “real-
life” situations. Professional organiza-
tions  such as the National Council  for
the Social Studies have conceded that
new technologies have not been ad-
dressed adequately in the social sci-
ences, and that this field needs to ad-
dress inquiry process more effectively,
and how technology supports inquiry.

Because of the importance of critical
thinking skills in social studies,
STELLA offers the capability to take
data and use it in comparative ways so
the questions can be formulated and
hypotheses tested. Modeling will en-
hance students’ appreciation for the
interconnections between the social
sciences and other disciplines, and will
allow them to evaluate alternative solu-
tions to various problems found in hu-
man society.

CC-STADUS GRANT, continued from page 6
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The Creative Learning Exchange
1 Keefe Road

Acton, MA 01720
Phone (508) 287-0070  Fax (508)

287-0080

Trustees
John R. Bemis, Founder

Jay W Forrester
Arthur N. Milliken

George P. Richardson
Stephen C. Stuntz

Executive Director
Lees N. Stuntz

The Creative Learning Exchange is
set up as an arm of Trust in Diversity,
a trust devoted to encouraging ex-
changes to help people to learn
through discovery.   Trust in Diver-
sity  is a non-profit educational insti-
tution and all contributions to it are
tax-deductible.

INTERESTED IN INVESTING?

 All of us are interested in promoting the use of systems education in our
schools.  A number of you have asked if there is a charge for the services of the
Creative Learning Exchange, or what you can send to help defray the costs of
printing and mailing to you.

The Creative Learning Exchange will continue to send out materials free
of charge to all those on the mailing list,  regardless of their desire to invest at this
time.  However, if you would like to invest in our effort here at the Creative
Learning Exchange, your contribution would be appreciated.  You may donate
any amount you wish; perhaps $25 is a reasonable amount for a year. All
contributions are tax-deductible.

I am sending ________  to Trust in Diversity to help invest in the future
of systems education .

Name_________________________________________________________

Address_______________________________________________________

Thank you!!

 The Creative Learning Exchange, 1 Keefe Road, Acton, MA 01720

program for the past three years and has
expended a considerable amount of her
own time coordinating with other edu-
cators and professionals interested in
promoting its wider use in education.

Ron Zaraza is a physics teacher, chair-
man of the science department and com-
puter coordinator at Wilson High school
who also has substantial experience in
using the STELLA software. Mr. Zaraza
is a past recipient of a Presidential Award
for Excellence in Science Teaching,
and has developed a number of success-
ful projects aimed at improving educa-
tional equity and achievement and at
expanding the use of computers in math/
science classrooms. He is an experi-
enced curriculum developer and helped
develop the state’s K_!@ mathematics
curriculum guide.

Dr. Andrew Jonca is a professor of
mathematics at Pacific University in
Forest Grove, Oregon.  He has 16 years’
experience in teaching math and phys-
ics at both the college and high school
levels. He can program in six computer
languages and communicate in six
modern spoken languages.

Steve Carlson, Portland Public Schools
science curriculum specialist, will pro-
vide administrative oversight and en-
sure that the project receives the sup-
port of the Curriculum Department. In
addition to helping implement the sum-
mer teachers training on STELLA, he
will conduct follow-up sessions and
schedule classroom visitations during
the regular school year to make sure
that the project participants are apply-
ing what they have learned success-
fully.

✥

Evaluation Plan

The evaluation will be con-
ducted by the Northwest Regional Edu-
cational Laboratory (NWREL), an in-
dependent, nonprofit research and de-
velopment institution located in Port-
land, Oregon. NWREL will collect data
by observing training activities, inter-
viewing and surveying the teacher par-
ticipants and the business partners, ana-
lyzing the curricular materials and com-
puter models, and observing classroom
use of computer modeling.

Project Staff

Diana M. Fisher, Project Director , is
a PPs computer coordinator and math
teacher at Franklin High School. She
has been working with the STELLA

CC-STADUS GRANT, continued from page 11


